Abstract If F is an algebraic closure of a Galois field F, then for each integer n 2.1 there is exactly one subfield E, of F containing F and having degree n over F. For a prime number T, we consider the r-primary rlosure := Um>, E T m over F and prove, under the assumption that r > 7, but without any restriction on the cardinality q of F, the existence of a universal generator for F, over F: this is a sequence W = ( W ,~)~> O -in F, which satisfies all the following properties:
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Abstract If F is an algebraic closure of a Galois field F, then for each integer n 2.1 there is exactly one subfield E, of F containing F and having degree n over F. For a prime number T, we consider the r-primary rlosure := Um>, E T m over F and prove, under the assumption that r > 7, but without any restriction on the cardinality q of F, the existence of a universal generator for F, over F: this is a sequence W = ( W ,~)~> O -in F, which satisfies all the following properties:
(1) w, m is a primitive element of E,-(for all m 2 O), (2) t ü r m generates a normal basis for E,m over F (for d l m 2 O),
We prove furthermore that (2) can be strengthened t o 
(Complete) Universal Generators
It is well-known that the multiplicative group E* of a Galois field E is cyclic, i.e., free on one generator as a module over the ring of integers. If U E E is a generator of E*, then U is called primitive in E.
A further classical result is the normal basis theorem: for every extension E / F of Galois fields, there exists V E E such that V generates the additive group of E as a module over the group algebra FG, i.e., vG = {vglg E G) is a basis of E as F-vector space (here, G denotes the (cyclic) Galois group of E I F ) ; V is called free or normal in E over F. (Unfortunately, the terminology is not consistent. Since we also work with the norm-mapping, we shall here use the term free.) In this generality the normal basis theorern for finite fields was first proved by Hensel [He] in 1888.
